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Psychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia and autism
spectrum disorder, are associated with sleep disturbances
and deﬁcits in memory consolidation; however, the relationship between these symptoms remains unclear. Here, we
focused on hippocampal sharp-wave ripples (SWRs), a form
of transient high-frequency oscillations that occur during
sleep and behavioral immobility and contribute to memory
consolidation. We activated the maternal immune system with
polyinosinic–polycytidylic acid (poly(I : C)), one of the major
pharmacological models of psychiatric disorders, to investigate whether SWR activity is altered in acute slices of the
hippocampus from offspring born to poly(I : C)-treated mouse
dams. Using robust continuous clustering in a low dimensional space deﬁned by a uniform manifold approximation
and projection, we found that mice with prenatal exposure
to poly(I : C) exhibited different feature distributions of SWR
waveforms without affecting the overall frequencies of SWR
events. Based on our results, maternal immune activation
leads to altered SWR patterns in offspring.
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INTRODUCTION
Memory formation and consolidation rely on long-term
modiﬁcations of the synaptic strength in the hippocampus
and other brain regions.1,2) Synaptic strength is potentiated by
learning and experience during wakefulness, while it is downscaled to the baseline level during sleep to restore the capacity
of the brain to acquire new memories.3,4) During slow-wave
sleep or awake immobility, hippocampal neurons ﬁre spontaneously in brief periods and produce transient high-frequency
oscillations (150–300 Hz), which are termed as sharp-wave
ripple complexes (SWRs).5) SWRs lead to a rescaling of synaptic strengths6,7) and contribute to memory consolidation.8,9)
Patients with developmental neuropsychiatric disorders,
such as schizophrenia and autism spectrum disorder (ASD),
often exhibit impairments in sleep-dependent memory consolidation.10,11) For example, persons with ASD show several
abnormalities in sleep architecture, including decreased proportions of slow-wave sleep and reduced sleep spindles.12)
Since sleep spindles are associated with hippocampal SWRs
in slow-wave sleep,13) we hypothesized that hippocampal SWR
activity is also altered in subjects with ASD and might account for the symptoms associated with memory consolidation

deﬁcits.
We utilized a mouse maternal immune activation (MIA)
model using polyinosinic–polycytidylic acid (poly(I : C)), a
synthetic analogue of double-stranded RNA, to test this hypothesis. MIA is one of the major environmental factors that
cause psychiatric disorders in offspring.14) Using acute brain
slices prepared from the offspring of mouse dams that had
been treated with saline or poly(I : C) during their gestational
periods, we performed extracellular recordings to record local
ﬁeld potentials (LFPs) from the middle hippocampal CA1
region. We then classiﬁed SWRs using robust continuous
clustering (RCC), an effective clustering algorithm based on
the optimization of a continuous objective function,15) and
evaluated and compared the features of the SWR waveforms
between the two groups.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal Ethics Animal experiments were performed with
the approval of the Animal Experiment Ethics Committee at
the University of Tokyo (approval number: P24-8) and according to the University of Tokyo guidelines for the care and
use of laboratory animals. These experimental protocols were
performed in accordance with the Fundamental Guidelines for
Proper Conduct of Animal Experiment and Related Activities
in Academic Research Institutions (Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Notice No. 71 of
2006), the Standards for Breeding and Housing of and Pain
Alleviation for Experimental Animals (Ministry of the Environment, Notice No. 88 of 2006) and the Guidelines on the
Method of Animal Disposal (Prime Minister’s Ofﬁce, Notice
No. 40 of 1995). All animals were housed on a 12-h dark–light
cycle (lights on from 07:00 to 19:00) at 22 ± 1°C with food
and water provided ad libitum.
MIA Models Maternal viral infection was imitated by
systemically administering poly(I : C) (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO, U.S.A.) or saline (control) to pregnant C57BL/6J mice.
Poly(I : C) was intraperitoneally injected at doses of 0.25 and
0.125 U/g on embryonic days 12.5 and 17.5, respectively.16,17)
The pups produced by these poly(I : C)- or saline-treated
mothers were used for experiments. Pups were removed from
their dams at postnatal week 3 and were housed in groups of
2–4 animals per cage until postnatal week 4.
Hippocampal Slice Preparations Acute slices were
prepared from the hippocampus of 21- to 28-d-old mice of
both sexes (SLC, Shizuoka, Japan). Mice were brieﬂy anaesthetized with isoﬂurane, decapitated, and the brain was removed. Brains were placed in an ice-cold oxygenated solution
containing (in mM): 27 NaHCO3, 1.5 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 0.5
ascorbic acid, 1 CaCl2, 7 MgSO4, and 222.1 sucrose. Tissues
were horizontally sliced at a thickness of 400 µm and an angle
of 12.7° to the fronto-occipital axis using a Leica vibratome
(VT1200S, Leica Microsystems, Nussloch, Germany). Slices
were allowed to recover at 35°C for at least 90 min while
submerged in a chamber ﬁlled with oxygenated artiﬁcial cerebrospinal ﬂuid (aCSF) consisting of (in mM): 127 NaCl, 26
NaHCO3, 1.6 KCl, 1.24 KH2PO4, 1.3 MgSO4, 2.4 CaCl2, and
10 glucose.
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Fig. 1.

Spontaneous SWRs in Acute Slices Prepared from Control or MIA Offspring

(A) Representative LFP traces recorded from the hippocampal CA1 pyramidal layer in brain slices prepared from offspring of mothers treated with saline or poly(I : C)
during pregnancy. (B) Comparison of the frequencies of SWR events between the two groups. n = 12 slices per group (6 slices from 4 male mice and 6 slices from 4 female mice for the saline group; 5 slices from 4 male mice and 7 slices from 5 female mice for the poly(I : C) group, respectively), t 22 = 0.93, Student’s t-test after an F-test.

In Vitro Electrophysiological Recordings Slices were
placed on 8 × 8 planar multi-electrode arrays (Alpha MED
Scientiﬁc MED-P515A; electrode size, 50 × 50 µm; inter-polar
distance, 150 µm) and maintained in the interface condition
at 35°C. ACSF was bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2 at room
temperature and perfused at a rate of 1.0 mL/min. LFPs were
simultaneously recorded from the 64 electrodes at 20 kHz
using the Alpha MED Scientiﬁc MED64 system.18) For each
slice, the trace recorded from the CA1 pyramidal layer with
the highest amplitude was selected for subsequent analysis.
We used custom-made MATLAB routines (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA, U.S.A.) to analyze all data.
SWR Detection LFP traces were band-pass ﬁltered between 2 and 30 Hz, and SWRs were detected at a threshold
below the means − 3 × standard deviations (S.D.) of the baseline noise; notably, all SWRs were recorded as negative deﬂections in LFPs. During a post hoc visual inspection, events
were manually rejected if they were erroneously detected as
SWRs.
Feature Calculation For each SWR event, the peak point
was determined as the minimum value in its raw trace, which
represents the negative deﬂection (sink) peak. The peak height
from the baseline was deﬁned as the SWR amplitude. The
times of the SWR onset and end were determined as the time
points crossing a threshold of the mean − 1 × S.D. in the raw
trace. All data points below the threshold within −100 to 0 ms
of the SWR peak were extracted. Of all data points whose
last data points were greater than 0.05 ms above the threshold,
the closest time to the SWR peak was deﬁned as the onset
time of the SWR event. Similarly, within 0 to +100 ms of the
SWR peak, data points below the threshold and whose next
points were greater than 0.05 ms above the threshold were
extracted, and the closest time to the peak was deﬁned as the
end time. The time interval between the onset and end points
was deﬁned as the SWR width. The SWR symmetry was deﬁned using the following equation, rise time/(rise time + decay
time), in which the rise time of the SWR is determined as the
period required to deﬂect from 25 to 75% of the peak value in
its raw trace, whereas the decay time is determined as the period required to deﬂect from 75 to 25%. The raw trace within
−13 to +3 ms relative to the SWR peak time of the 2–30 Hz
ﬁltered trace was ﬁltered between 150 and 300 Hz to deﬁne
the degree of rippling, and the S.D. during this period was
deﬁned as the ripple strength.
Cluster Analysis and Visualization Datasets consisting
of 4 parameters, the amplitudes, durations, symmetries and

Fig. 2.

Feature Extraction from SWR Waveforms

(A) Four parameters were measured to quantify the structures of an SWR event.
Top left panel: the amplitude of an SWR is deﬁned as the minimum value in its
raw trace. Top right panel: the duration is deﬁned as the period during which the
raw trace fell below the mean − 1 × S.D. Bottom left panel: symmetry is deﬁned
using the equation: rise time/(rise time + decay time); notably, the rise time of an
SWR is deﬁned as the period required to deﬂect from 25 to 75% of the peak value
in its raw trace, whereas the decay time is deﬁned as the period required to deﬂect
from 75 to 25%. Bottom right panel: the waveform around the peak of an SWR was
ﬁltered at 150–300 Hz, and the S.D. value during this period is deﬁned as the ripple
strength. (B) A representative similarity matrix of SWRs observed in a hippocampal slice. The gray scale indicates the cosine similarity of four parameters between
the pairs of SWRs (1 = identical and 0 = no similarity). Seven hundred sixty-one
SWRs occurred in this slice during the observation, and they were numbered in
the temporal order of observation on the axes of the matrix. (C) Dimension reduction of the similarity matrix. All 17713 SWRs recorded in 24 slices were pooled,
analyzed using UMAP, and plotted in space based on the ﬁrst and second UMAP
dimensions. Each dot indicates an SWR.

ripple strengths of SWRs were analyzed. The cosine similarity between 2 non-zero vectors, A and B, was deﬁned as the
follows:
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similarity = cosθ =

A⋅B
A B

which ranges between −1 and 1; a higher value represents
higher similarity. For a visualization of the data structure, we
used a uniform manifold approximation and projection for
dimension reduction (UMAP),19,20) a nonlinear dimensionality
reduction algorithm based on a combination of Riemannian
geometry and algebraic topology for the metric realization of
fuzzy simplistic sets. UMAP captures both local and global
structures of the datasets.19) We used unsupervised UMAP
to transform the 4-dimensional features of SWRs into the

Fig. 3.
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2-dimensional space (Python implemented with the default
parameters n_neighbors = 15, min_dist = 0.1, and metric = ‘euclidean’). For SWR classiﬁcation, we used robust continuous
clustering (RCC),15) a clustering algorithm. RCC has a clear
continuous objective and no prior knowledge of cluster numbers. We applied RCC to the 2-dimensional features obtained
from UMAP (Python implemented with a clustering_threshold = 200, k = 60, and measure = ‘euclidean’).

RESULTS
In the present study, we treated pregnant mice with

Altered SWR Patterns in MIA Offspring

(A) RCC divided SWRs into 7 clusters, which are differently colored in the UMAP space. n = 2579, 2902, 3092, 6305, 763, 1971, and 101 events, respectively, of each
cluster. (B) Representative SWRs for each cluster. (C–F) Mean amplitudes (C), widths (D), symmetries (E) and ripple strengths (F) of SWRs in each cluster. The error
bars represent standard deviations. (G) Stacked bar graph showing the proportions of SWRs recorded from saline-treated (open) or poly(I : C)-treated (ﬁlled) groups in each
cluster. The proportions of SWRs recorded from the saline group were signiﬁcantly different among clusters. p < 10−320, χ2(6) = 2894.3, χ2 test.
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poly(I : C) to simulate virus infection events. In this MIA
model, the mice are known to bear offspring with neurodevelopmental abnormalities associated with ASD and schizophrenia.21) We used the offspring born from saline-treated (control)
or poly(I : C)-treated dams for in vitro electrophysiological
experiments at their young adult ages.
We prepared oblique brain slices, which spontaneously
generate SWRs, possibly due to a more intact preservation of
intrinsic neuronal circuits, to examine whether SWRs were
altered in the MIA model.22) Slices prepared from offspring
from both saline- and poly(I : C)-treated dams reliably exhibited SWR events in the hippocampal CA1 area (Fig. 1A) during
a 20-min recording period. The SWR event frequencies were
0.57 ± 0.06 Hz for the saline group and 0.66 ± 0.08 Hz for the
poly(I : C) group (means ± standard error of the mean (S.E.M.)
of 12 slices from each group). The difference between two
groups was not statistically signiﬁcant (Fig. 1B, p = 0.36,
t22 = 0.93, Student’s t-test).
We evaluated the electrophysiological behaviors of SWRs
using RCC, a clustering procedure. We extracted four features
for each SWR: its amplitude, width, symmetry, and ripple
strength (Fig. 2A). We collected 17713 SWRs from 24 slices
(12 slices each from the saline and poly(I : C) groups) and created a 17713 × 17713 matrix for similarity between all possible
pairs. In the matrix, each SWR was represented as a vector
composed by the four features as described above, and the
cosine similarity between each pair of SWRs was calculated
and indicated in a gray scale. Part of the matrix (data from
one representative slice) is shown in Fig. 2B. For illustration
purposes, we applied UMAP to the matrix to reduce the four
features of SWRs into the two-dimensional vector space (Fig.
2C).
Using RCC, we identiﬁed 7 clusters of SWRs (Fig. 3A).
Cluster 4 was the largest, with a total of 6,305 SWR events,
while clusters 1, 2, 3, and 6 contained 2579, 2902, 3092, and
1971 events, respectively. Clusters 5 and 7 were smaller clusters, containing 763 and 101 events, respectively. For each
cluster, three representative raw traces of SWRs are displayed
in Fig. 3B, and the means ± S.D.s of the four features are
shown in Figs. 3C–F. Differences in parameters were observed
among these clusters, validating RCC-based classiﬁcations.
We then compared the proportions of SWRs for each cluster between the saline and poly(I : C) groups (Fig. 3G). The
proportions varied signiﬁcantly among clusters (p < 10−320,
χ2(6) = 2894.3, χ2 test); the saline group contributed more than
65% to clusters 1, 5, 6, and 7, whereas the poly(I : C) group
was dominant in the other clusters. This separation indicates
that SWRs in the poly(I : C) group tended to exhibit larger
amplitudes, narrower widths, and stronger ripples than SWRs
in the saline group.

DISCUSSION
Offspring born from poly(I : C)-treated dams produced
SWRs with altered internal structures. More speciﬁcally,
SWRs in the poly(I : C) group tended to distribute in clusters
with greater amplitudes, narrower widths, and a greater ripple
strength. Based on these results, neuronal activity is more
synchronized during SWRs in the poly(I : C) MIA model than
in the control group.
SWR activity increases after learning, possibly due to an

increase in cellular excitability.23) On the other hand, according to other studies, CA1 γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic
interneurons and inhibitory postsynaptic currents are reduced
in the poly(I : C) MIA models, suggesting an excitatory-toinhibitory imbalance in the neuronal activity of the hippocampus.17,24) Therefore, highly synchronized SWRs in the
poly(I : C) MIA models may reﬂect a hyperexcitatory state of
the hippocampus, suggesting that synaptic weights are potentiated in poly(I : C) groups. SWRs trigger synaptic depression
during slow-wave sleep,7) which serves to reset unnecessarily
potentiated synapses and thereby avoid memory saturation.
Because we did not observe a difference in the event frequencies of SWRs between control and poly(I : C) groups, SWRs
appear unlikely to induce synaptic depression in the poly(I : C)
group. The lack of synaptic depression has two possible explanations. First, in the poly(I : C) group, synapses were less
sensitive to SWRs as synaptic depression-inducing stimuli.
This hypothesis is consistent with the fact that GABAergic
function is affected in the poly(I : C) MIA model17,24); notably, GABAergic inhibition is required to modulate synaptic
plasticity.25) Second, in the poly(I : C) group, SWRs lost the
ability to induce synaptic depression. A theoretical model
predicts that mild synaptic activation induces synaptic depression, whereas strong synaptic activation induces synaptic
potentiation.26) Slices in the poly(I : C) group produced highly
synchronized SWRs, which might be too strong to induce
synaptic depression. Further investigations are required to
clarify these points.
In summary, offspring from poly(I : C)-treated mothers generated SWRs with large and sharp waveforms. These changes
suggest a hyperexcited state of the hippocampus in the MIA
models, which may affect synaptic modiﬁcation and cause
functional deﬁcits in memory consolidation.
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